[Research on Developping the Colorimetric Correction Method Based on Wide Gamut Spectral Color Dataset].
In cross-media digital color imaging workflow, the colorimetric information transform among various digital medias always suffers from large transform errors, due to the difference among the lighting illuminants and the digital devices. Colorimetric correction aims at avoiding the colorimetric transform mismatch and thus improving the color transform accuracy comprehensively. Till now, two kinds of colorimetric transform methods have been proposed, which are the chromatic adaptation transform and the regression-based transform. However, since the color gamut of the training samples of such two method are both small, adopting those methods in colorimetric domain always leads to large colorimetric transform errors for the high saturated color regions. In this research, in order to reduce the large correction error in high saturated color regions, a modified colorimetric correction method basing on a wide gamut spectral dataset was proposed. The wide gamut spectral dataset was built by comprehensively collecting and producing typical spectral color samples and could provide optimal training samples for the existing regression based colorimetric correction model, with the help of gamut partition and optimal color purity choosing. By modifying the existing method with such samples, the colorimetric correction performance obviously improved. The experimental result shows that the modified colorimetric correction method performs significantly better than the existing methods and the colorimetric correction errors are successfully reduced by around 15% according to proposed method in form of CIEDE2000 color difference, while as for the high saturated color regions the reduction rate of the colorimetric correction errors approximately grows to 40%. The authors believe that the proposed method will provided effective support for the development of digital color imaging in near future.